Abstract-An improved ant colony algorithm, differential evolution chaos ant colony optimization (DEACO) algorithm, was proposed to plan an optimal collision-free path for mobile robot in 3-D environment. It utilized differential evolution algorithm to update pheromone and chaos disturbance factor was added when pheromone updates for possible stagnation phenomenon. So it enhances escaping capability of algorithm, avoids path-deadlock situations as well as improves the efficiency of planning optimal path. The simulation results indicated that the optimal path on which the robot moves can reach safely and can be rapidly obtained under 3-D space environment, the effect being very satisfactory.
INTRODUCTION
Path planning problem of mobile robot is an important content for study area of mobile robot and hotpot of current research [1, 2] . It indicates that mobile robots search an optimal or secondary optimal and collision-free path in terms of some evaluation functions (such as shortest traveling path or best time etc.) in barriers environment [3] . Ant colony optimization (ACO) algorithm put forward by M. Dorigo in 1991 is a new intelligent optimization algorithm; it has advantages of strong robustness, preferable global optimization performance and easy to blend with other algorithms, but it also has weakness of easily running into local optimization and pheromone updating is sticking point. [4, 5, 6] Regardless pheromone updating of optimal ants or whole ants only uses global path information, so it results in information communion between ants is insufficient and cooperation of ant colony is represented deficiently. It is pivotal that rational pheromone updating method be made for avoiding and jumping over local optimization.
Differential evolution algorithm introduced by Rainer Storn and Kenneth Price in 1996 is a high efficiency evolution algorithm with simple principle, lesser controlled parameter, global optimization and easy procedure realization [6] [7] [8] .It is a kind of cooperation evolvement mode that can memorize optimal individual, it possesses strong global astringency and robustness. Therefore DEACO algorithm is presented in this paper, it utilizes differential evolution algorithm to update pheromone and chaos disturbance factor was added when pheromone updates for possible stagnation situation.
II. ENVIRONMENT MODELING FOR 3-D SPACE
The coordinate of three dimension space is O-XYZ as shown in Fig.1 . Where S is robot's location, goal position is G and obstacle region is α β γ . Then distance between start point and goal point is shown in formula (1) , and the height of movement space is cos
Suppose the coordinate under former reference frame is ( , , ) x y z and that under new reference frame is ( , , )
x y z ′ ′ ′ , so conversion relations between former reference frame and the later are shown in follows. 
III. ALGORITHM IMPROVMENT

A. Pheromone Updaating
DEACO method adopts ant optimization ACO gb,τmin algorithm with lowest limit pheromone, but tactics of updating pheromone are different. Only optimal ants are updated in ACO gb,τmin algorithm of Dorigo M.. If only global optimal ants are updated, constringency velocity of algorithm is better in initial stages of algorithm but possibility of running into local optimization increases; if only local optimal ants are updated then algorithm can obtain better diversity but its convergence speed is rarely ideal. So this paper applies itself to find preferable updating strategy and replace former two kinds of updating strategies in order to improve performance of algorithm.
Colony iteration is divided into two stages: stage that algorithm does not reach stagnancy and stagnation phase. In first stage, updating probability of global optimal ants should be great, whereas updating probability of current optimal ants should be increase step by step in order to insure algorithm diversity when algorithm enters stagnancy stage. This is a kind of alternant tactic of probability type and both are work in every stage. Let alternation probability be:
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Where now q is probability that current optimal ants are used to update and 0 [0, 1] q ∈ is a constant. This expression means that current optimal ants update their pheromone with fixed probability 0 q before stagnation stage but updating probabilities of current optimal ants increase step by step after achieving stagnation stage.
It enhances cooperation and communion of ant colony algorithm that introduces aberrance and crossover operation of DE algorithm to update pheromone. Course is shown as follows.
(1) Confirming current optimal ants best according to rule of pheromone alternant updating designed previously, as formula (5) shown.
Where now best L is current optimal path length and global best L is global optimal path length. (2) Current optimal ants make manipulation of differential evolution After picking out optimal ants best, two ants p1and p2 drawn out arbitrarily make operation as follow. Increment management formula is
B. Chaos Disturbance
Above designs can avoid running into local optima in certain degree, but it can not completely eliminate likelihood of running into local optima. So using an effective search algorithm is reasonable for the sake of jumping out local optima. [9, 10] Chaos search algorithm is introduced in this paper. Chaos disturbance factor is added in function of pheromone updating, namely:
Former information may be submerged since chaos is imported, so when chaos disturbance want to be actualized, it is must ensured that algorithm ran into local optimal value.
C. Whole SchemeDdesign of Path Planning for Mobile
Robot based on Improved ACO Algorithm In order to describe actual situation of robot works space, set simulation environment be static obstacle scene of global known. An optimal collision-free path is planned by using the improved DEACO algorithm. Robot utilizes sensors to update environment information real-time when environment information changes, then it is need that the algorithm is newly called to make second evading obstacle and find a short, smooth and feasible collision-free path.
IV. REALIZEATION OF ALGORITHM
Program flow chart of DECACO is shown in Fig.3 . 
B. Static Environment with Obstacle
This test uses map 1 and two cuboids are new barriers that respectively entered in 10th and 20th iteration times during algorithm iteration process. Algorithm takes optimal path planned in former static 3-D environment as original path. Robot is forced to call algorithm again in the interest of planning a new optimal collision-free path since new barriers held some former route.
Simulation results for 3-D static barrier environment are shown as follows. Where the path with * − − is the optimal route planned in former static 3-D environment. Simulation results show that the improved algorithm can find better paths at higher convergence speed. In other words, Regardless of from global optimizing ability and search speed are enhance obviously.
VI. CONCLUSION
It is difficult for elementary ant colony optimization algorithm to plan a valid path from start point to goal point under 3-D space environment, and it is easy to run into deadlocked. An improved ant colony optimization algorithm based on grid model is produced in this paper, it combines differential evolution algorithm to bring forward an effective strategy for pheromone updating. Then the strategy not only conquers the weakness of easily running into local optimization while making route optimization, but also enhances efficient convergence and holds diversity of new ant colony optimization algorithm. In addition, for possible stagnation stage chaos disturbance factor was appended in phenomenon updating, it boosts up escape capability of algorithm and effectively avoids occurring of deadlock phenomenon.
Simulation results demonstrate that this algorithm possesses better stability and faster efficiency; as long as the path objectively exists the algorithm can plan a safe optimal path quickly. It follows that algorithm is an effective improved algorithm.
